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Abstract  

The conformation of poly(ethyl methacrylate) chains in silica-latex-nanocomposites has been 

studied under zero-average contrast conditions (ZAC) using small-angle neutron scattering 

(SANS). Samples have been prepared by drying colloidal suspensions of silica and polymer 

nanoparticles (NPs) followed by thermal annealing, for two different silica NPs (radius of 5 

and 15 nm) and two chain molecular weights (17 and 100 kg/mol). By appropriate mixing of 

hydrogenated and deuterated polymer, chain scattering contrast is introduced, and in principle 

silica scattering suppressed. The silica structure consisting mostly of small fractal aggregates 

is characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and small-angle X-ray scattering 

(SAXS) on the same samples. The measurement of the chain structure by SANS, however, is 

perturbed by unwanted silica contributions, as often reported in the literature. Here, the 

contribution of contrast-matched silica is evidenced as a function of system parameters, 

namely chain mass, silica size, and volume fraction, and a model rationalizing these 

contributions for the first time is proposed. Based on a statistical analysis, a nanometer-thick 

polymer shell surrounding silica NPs is shown to create contrast, which is presumably 

maintained by the reduced mobility of polymer close to interfaces or attractive polymer-silica 

interactions. This shell is proven to be quantitatively important only for the smallest silica 

NPs. Finally, the pure polymer scattering can be isolated, and the polymer radius of gyration 

is found to be independent of filler content and NP size. 
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1. Introduction 

Polymer nanocomposites combine the viscoelastic properties of polymer matrices with the 

hardness of embedded nanoparticles (NPs), and depending on the details of the microscopic 

NP dispersion, a very different rheological or mechanical behavior may be obtained 
1-4

. 

Aggregates of NPs, e.g., are often formed, and the inclusion of polymer inside aggregates may 

increase the concentration of hard matter, and introduce volume spanning and sometimes 

fractal, percolating structures. 
5-11

 On the other extreme, perfect individual dispersion offers a 

great polymer-filler interface, due to the high specific surface of NPs, and interactions 

between NPs and polymer may lead to new phenomena like dynamically slowed-down 

(“glassy”) polymer bridges between NPs 
12-14

. In the context of filler structure, one may also 

note that polymer grafting on NPs was shown to be an important parameter to tune NP 

dispersion, in model 
15, 16

 or industrially relevant systems 
17-19

. 

If it is important to characterize the microscopic filler structure precisely in order to 

understand macroscopic mechanical or rheological properties, the structure of the second 

ingredient, the polymer chains, is of equal importance. Experimentally, the radius of gyration 

(Rg) of polymer chains in nanocomposites can be measured by small-angle neutron scattering 

(SANS) using the zero average contrast (ZAC) conditions by mixing hydrogenated (H) and 

deuterated (D) chains in order to match the filler signal and measure only the chain form 

factor 
20, 21

. Over the past 15 years, considerable efforts have been dedicated to the 

measurement of chain conformation in polymer nanocomposites, with sometimes 

contradicting results, depending on the chemical system, the size ratio between polymer and 

filler, and filler concentration. 
22-33

 To summarize these efforts, results appear to converge 

towards Gaussian statistics of chains, unperturbed by the presence of filler NPs, and 

exceptions seem to be due to system-dependent effects, like limited dispersion 
22

, strong 

confinement 
28

, particle softness 
23

 or anisotropy 
32

. Moreover, perfect contrast-matching was 

found to be almost systematically unattainable. Indeed, these studies displayed unexplained, 

polluted SANS signals in the low-q range, restricting the analysis of the chain conformation to 

the high-q region, without access to the Guinier regime, in spite of a careful determination of 

scattering length densities by independent contrast variation experiments to avoid such 

scattering contributions by the filler. Such contributions are usually known from small-angle 

X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments on the same samples, which are insensitive to the 

polymer deuteration, and highlight the filler structure.  
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Polymer nanocomposites may be formulated in many different ways. 
34-39

 We have recently 

followed a silica-latex route where samples are formed by evaporation of aqueous solvent 

from colloidal suspensions of silica and nanolatex beads 
40

. This method has been used since 

the 1990’s and has the advantage of being free of organic solvent and allowing control of 

filler dispersion via electrostatic interactions between colloids in water before film 

formation.
5, 41

 In this article, the structure of the silica has been studied in detail by SAXS and 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for two silica NP sizes, and two polymer chain 

masses. We then focus on the chain structure in these four systems measured by ZAC-SANS, 

identify samples where ZAC fails, and propose a possible mechanism of failure in polymer 

nanocomposites, depending on polymer mass and NP size. Finally, a model describing the 

silica contribution quantitatively is presented and compared to our data.  

 

2. Materials and methods 

Silica nanoparticles: Two different colloidal silica NPs have been used for the 

nanocomposite synthesis, Ludox TM40 and Ludox SM30. These aqueous colloidal 

suspensions were characterized by SAXS after dilution in deionized water. The scattered 

intensities were fitted with log-normal distributions of spherical objects in Figure 1: RSi = 5 

nm, = 16% for Ludox SM30 and RSi = 14 nm, = 11% for Ludox TM40. The good fits of 

the Ludox TM40 spectra indicate a very good dispersion of particles in water, whereas the 

Ludox SM30 spectra display additional intensity at low q, which is the signature of 

aggregation. The level of this intensity indicates an average aggregation number of 2.5. 

Finally, the difference in low-q intensity in Figure 1 – keeping in mind that the TM40-

intensity level has been shifted for clarity – illustrates the difference in size. 
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Figure 1. SAXS intensities (symbols) and modeling by log-normal distributions (LN, lines) of 

spherical particles of colloidal silica suspensions diluted in deionized water: Ludox SM30 at 0.22%v 

and Ludox TM40 at 0.40%v. TM40 data have been multiplied by a factor 10 for clarity. 

 

The scattering length densities of both silica particles were measured by SANS using contrast 

variation (cf. SI). We obtained an average of Si = 3.5 10
10 

cm
-2

 for SM30 and TM40 

particles. 

Latex particles: The synthesis and characterization of poly(ethyl methacrylate) (PEMA) 

latex NPs has been described in detail in 
40

. For the deuterated particles the same procedure 

was adopted. Per-deuterated monomers (purity > 98%) were purchased from Polymer Source 

and distilled under 50 mbar prior to polymer synthesis. Here, only the following 

characteristics are recalled and summarized in Table 1: particle size, chain molecular weights, 

and scattering length densities. The particle size was controlled by a constant 

surfactant/monomer mass ratio of 0.21 in the synthesis reactor and measured by dynamic light 

scattering (DLS) and SAXS. The diameter of the latex particles is comprised between 23 and 

29 nm, with a polydispersity of about 20%. Two chain molecular weights were synthetized 

using different transfer agent (TDM) quantities, and were characterized by gel permeation 

chromatography (GPC). Using a 0.04 TDM/EMA mass ratio, 17 100 g/mol polymers were 

obtained from both H and D monomers. Without TDM, 117 200 g/mol and 86 100 g/mol 

were obtained from H and D monomers, respectively. The scattering length densities of the 

different particles were measured by SANS using contrast variation (cf. SI). 
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Table 1. Characteristics of H- and D-lattices.  

 H-PEMA100 D-PEMA100 H-PEMA17 D-PEMA17 

Mw (kg/mol) 

polydispersity 

117.7 

1.6 

86.1 

1.6 

17.1 

1.6 

17.1 

1.7 

(10
10

cm
-2

) 0.8 7.0 0.8 7.0 

RLatex (nm) 11.5 11.5 13.8 14.6 

 

Film formation: Silica-latex nanocomposites have been formed by film formation following 

the protocol given in ref 
40

. To ensure latex beads dissolution and avoid the production of 

degradation residues, samples were annealed for one week at 120°C under vacuum. All 

samples were prepared using the same H/D volume fraction ratio to fulfill the ZAC 

conditions: 56/44. NP sizes for the different nanocomposites are given in Table 2. Silica 

content was measured by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) after a ramp up to 650 °C at a 

rate of 30 K/min under nitrogen. Real and nominal values given throughout this article are 

found in good agreement (see SI). Glass-transition temperatures of 338 K and 349 K for the 

17k- and 100k-nanocomposites, respectively, were determined by modulated calorimetry (3 

K/min) and were found not to depend on Si (see SI). 

 

Table 2. Summary of particles sizes and size ratios in nanocomposites.  

 TM40 SM30 

RSi (nm) 

 

14 

11% 

5 

16% 

RLatex/RSi 1 2.5 
 

 

 

Transmission Electronic Microscopy (TEM): Samples were prepared by immersing a thin 

strip of sample in an epoxy resin (EPON 812) and curing it at 60°C for 72 h. After resin 

polymerization, sections with a nominal thickness of 70 nm were cut with an ultramicrotome 

(Leica Ultracut) and placed on TEM grids (Formvar carbon-coated Cu grids, EMS). Slices 

were observed with a 1200EX2 Jeol TEM at 100 kV. Images were captured with a Quemesa 

SIS Olympus numerical camera equipped with an 11 Mpixels CCD detector. Representative 

images as those shown in this article were obtained with a 20 000 magnification.  
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Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS): Experiments were performed on beamline ID2 at the 

European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble France) at a wavelength of 1 Å 

with a sample to detector distance D of 2.5 m, yielding a total q-range from 0.001 to 0.15 Å
−1

. 

The scattering cross section per unit sample volume dΣ/dΩ (in cm
−1

), which we term scattered 

intensity I(q), was obtained by using standard procedures including background subtraction 

and calibration given by ESRF. A technical point concerns the subtraction of the pure 

polymer matrix background which is difficult due to heterogeneous sample thicknesses. Our 

procedure is to subtract a weighted matrix intensity such that the form factor oscillations of 

the NPs after subtraction match the independently measured pure form factor (Figure 1). See 

ref 
40

 for details. 

Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS): Experiments were performed on two instruments: 

KWS2 operated by JCNS at the Heinz Maier-Leibnitz Zentrum (MLZ, Garching Germany), 

and D11 at the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL, Grenoble France), using different configurations 

covering a q-range from ca. 1.3 10
-3

 to 0.28 Å
-1

. D11: D = 34 m; D = 8 m; and D = 1.75 m, all 

= 8 Å, and KWS2: D = 20 m, = 10 Å; D = 8 m, = 6 Å; and D = 2 m, = 6 Å. Empty 

cell or empty beam subtraction, calibration by 1 mm light water in Hellma cuvettes, and 

absolute determination of scattering cross sections I(q) = dΣ/dΩ per unit sample volume in 

cm
−1

 were performed using standard procedures 
42

. Incoherent background was estimated 

using a far-point method and compatible with the high-q scattering laws of polymer 

conformations. The reduction of raw data including corrections for detector sensitivity and 

background noise was performed by the routines qtiKWS 
43

 and Lamp 
44

, for KWS2 and D11 

data respectively. 

The latex scattering length density was determined by independent contrast variation 

experiments: ρH = 0.8 × 10
10

 cm
−2

 (resp. ρD = 7.0 × 10
10

 cm
−2

), in agreement with the 

macroscopic density and the composition. The scattering length density of the H/D-matrix is 

then given by ρHD = ΦH ρH + ΦD ρD, and if the silica scattering length density Si matches the 

average of the polymer mixture, ρSi = ρHD, then the zero average contrast condition is fulfilled. 

The index-match point of the silica nanoparticles is thereby found to be at a matrix volume 

fraction in hydrogenated polymer of ΦH = 56% (ΦH + ΦD = 100%). 
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3. Results and discussion 

Structure of silica NPs in nanocomposites studied by SAXS and TEM  

The structure of the silica filler for one of the four systems has been investigated before 
40

. 

We will see shortly that for the analysis of the chain structure, the silica signal is also needed, 

which is why the dispersion state of both silica NPs in latex matrices of 17 kg/mol and 100 

kg/mol was also investigated by SAXS. The results for intensities after subtraction of the 

matrix contribution are plotted in Figure 2. The matrix chains are a mixture of H- and D-

polymer for the subsequent studies of chain conformations under ZAC in the same samples by 

SANS below (without any effect on the silica-matrix contrast in SAXS). It is the aim of 

SANS-ZAC experiments to highlight the polymer by cancelling the contribution of the silica, 

which is also why they are measured by SAXS here.  
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Figure 2. SAXS intensities of four concentration series of silica-latex nanocomposites (silica volume 

fraction: 0 < Si< 10%v), for two polymer molecular weights and silica particles sizes: (a) 100 

kg/mol, 5 nm (b)  17 kg/mol, 5 nm (c) 100 kg/mol, 14 nm (d) 17 kg/mol, 14 nm. The matrix is a 56/44 

(v/v) mixture of H and D polymer of same molecular weight. The respective silica form factors, P(q), 

are superimposed to the 10%v nanocomposites.  

 

The SAXS curves display the same features as a function of concentration for small and big 

silica NPs. In Figures 2c and 2d, for example, the prominent oscillations due to the form 

factor of the well-defined TM40 spheres are visible in the high-q range. The same is true for 

all other graphs, with a damped form factor oscillation for the smaller SM30 NPs in Figures 

2a and 2b, indicating higher polydispersity (Table 2). For comparison, a form factor has been 

superimposed to the highest concentrations in each graph.  The interesting part of the intensity 

curves is the intermediate- and low-q range, where the signature of interacting NP aggregates 
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is found, causing deviations from the form factor. Aggregation results in an increase in the 

low-q scattering, which can sometimes be described by a power law representing a fractal 

dimension (df between 2.5 and 3) for the low-mass nanocomposites, as indicated in Figure 2. 

Only in Figure 2c, aggregation is rather limited, as one can deduce from the weak deviations 

between the NP form factor and the nanocomposite intensity. In conclusion, the bigger silica 

beads appear to be rather well dispersed in presence of the longest chains, whereas some 

aggregation is present in all other cases.  

For comparison, the structure of the silica aggregates and their dispersion has also been 

studied in real space by TEM. Typical pictures are shown in Figure 3 for the same samples as 

before, at a fixed silica volume fraction of 3%v. The best dispersion is observed in Figure 3c 

(big NPs, long chains), and particle shapes are also better defined for the bigger NPs (Fig.3c 

and 3d). In all other cases, some aggregation is found. As discussed in our previous article 
40

, 

the low viscosity of the shorter polymer chains favors aggregation during annealing of 

samples, and the NPs in Figure 2b (resp. 2d) are more aggregated than in 2a (resp. 2c). 

However, unlike with the bigger NPs, aggregation is also observed for the small NPs in the 

high viscosity matrix, Figure 2a. First of all, the smaller silica beads are pre-aggregated as a 

starting point of sample formation (see materials section). Moreover, aggregation may be due 

to a higher mobility of smaller NPs, as well as to the smaller interparticle distances of smaller 

NPs at fixed volume fraction, which is three times smaller for the smaller beads. This 

geometrical factor allows diffusion processes to cover distances necessary for collision and 

aggregation during annealing about ten times faster. Altogether a speed up by a factor of 

about 30 is thus obtained for the smaller beads, and this appears to be sufficient to induce 

some aggregation even with the high viscosity polymer matrix. If, in addition to this, the low 

viscosity polymer is used for the matrix, then another factor of 200 favoring aggregation is 

introduced, in agreement with aggregation observed in Figures 3 b and d.  
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Figure 3. TEM pictures of Si= 3%v silica-latex nanocomposites for two polymer molecular weights 

and silica particles sizes. (a) 100 kg/mol, 5 nm, (b) 17 kg/mol, 5 nm, (c) 100 kg/mol,  14 nm, and (d) 

17 kg/mol,  14 nm. Scale bar: 500 nm.  

 

 

Chain structure in nanocomposites by SANS  

The chain structure in nanocomposites was studied using SANS and ZAC as described in the 

materials section, varying the silica volume fraction, for the four series with different silica bead sizes 

and polymer masses. The results are shown in Figure 4: small silica NPs on the left, big ones on the 

right, and long chains on top, short ones below. 
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Figure 4. SANS intensities of the four silica volume fraction series of nanocomposites with ZAC. (a) 

100 kg/mol, 5 nm (b) 17 kg/mol, 5 nm (c) 100 kg/mol, 14 nm (d) 17 kg/mol, 14 nm. The full dark 

line is the calculated polymer chain signal and the dashed line is the Guinier function describing the 

initial latex beads. Dotted lines are the Pedersen models with  = 86% (matrix, blue) in a) and c), and 

 = 40% bead dissolution (10%v silica, orange) in a). In b), the grey line corresponds to the 10%v-

nanocomposite SAXS spectra (arbitrarily) superimposed to the SANS spectra.  

 

In Figure 4, the scattering of the two polymer matrices is shown (0% silica), for 17 kg/mol 

and 100 kg/mol. At low q, the intensities are found to increase, and are much higher than H/D 

concentration fluctuations described by the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) 
45

. For long 

chains, parts of this upturn can be explained by incomplete latex bead dissolution using the 

Pedersen model for block copolymer micelles 
46, 47

, which we have adapted to hairy beads 

previously for a similar silica-polyacrylate latex system 
24

. In order to relate this contribution 
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to the origin of hairy beads, the small-angle scattering of initial latex beads as calculated from 

contrast and radius and described by a Guinier law is also plotted in Figures 4 a-d. This 

function is much more intense at small angles than all other observed intensities, which is due 

to the fact that the beads contain initially many chains (≈ 50 for 100 kg/mol, ≈ 300 for 17 

kg/mol, respectively). During film formation, the latex beads are dissolved in the matrix, i.e., 

their chains escape progressively. This dissolution depends on the chain mass, short chains 

forming a low-viscosity matrix favoring interdiffusion. The process leads to the formation of 

hairy beads of smaller mass than the initial bead, and thus reduced low-q intensity, which 

results in a latex bead dissolution parameter of 86% (see dotted line in Figure 4a). In the 17k-

matrix case (Figures 4b or 4d), this contribution is negligible due to the low matrix viscosity 

favoring chain interdiffusion. The additional low-q increase of the matrices (below 7 10
-3

 Å
-1

), 

however, proved to be incompatible with the Pedersen model, and must be attributed to 

nanobubbles or other large-scale heterogeneities 
32

. At intermediate and large angles, both 

matrices display intensities typical for Gaussian chains (q
-2 

power law at high q), and they are 

described by a single Debye function 
48

 for the 17 kg/mol matrix, and as the combination 
20, 24

 

of two contributions for the 100 kg/mol latex (Table 1). Finally, this description of the 

polymer form factor yields the determination of the chain radius of gyration characterizing the 

polymer conformation. The small chains (17 kg/mol) are described with Rg = 3.4 nm, with an 

error bar of 0.2 nm as obtained from the spread of the fit values for the different silica 

fractions. For the bigger chains, Rg equals 9.01.0 and 7.71.0 nm, for 117 and 86 kg/mol, 

respectively. In this case, due to the additional hairy bead contribution, the radius of gyration 

cannot be extracted directly. The error bar corresponds to the range of values compatible with 

the global model. Consistently, the relationship between Rg and the molecular mass is in 

agreement with Gaussian statistics (Rg  Mw
0.51

 from our data). 

Upon addition of silica, the scattered intensities obey the same high-q power law in Figure 4 

a-d indicating that chains keep their Gaussian conformation, independently of silica volume 

fraction, and whatever the ratio RSi/Rg. The radius of gyration is found to be identical to the 

matrix value for the short chains, as can be seen in the Guinier regime (q  3 10
-2

 Å
-1

) in 

Figures 4b and 4d. For the longer chains, other contributions are superimposed to the 

scattering and will be described below. In all cases, however, the matrix values for Rg were 

kept fixed in the data treatment discussed below (Pedersen model), and the corresponding 

chain contribution was found compatible with the scattering data of nanocomposites. Note 

that this measurement of the chain size in nanocomposites was the main motivation for 
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performing these ZAC-SANS experiments, and it has triggered research over the past 15 

years 
22-33

, with limitations as discussed in the next section. Indeed, at q below ca. 10
-2

 Å
-1

, the 

SANS intensities grow, in a different manner depending on polymer mass, and silica NP size 

and concentration. We start with discussing Figure 4d (big NPs, short chains). Apart from 

minor deviations, the low-q increase here follows a power law (q
-1.9

) and is independent of 

Si – it is thus not related to the filler. Note that scattering from the pure H PEMA matrix 

measured in 
40

 displays a similar upturn, indicating that it is not due to H/D demixing as 

observed by Crawford et al 
33

. Its origin is thus most probably the same as for the pure matrix 

as described by Winey et al 
32

 – voids and defects –, and is present at very small angles for 

other polymer/particle couples. Incidentally, the fact that the curves in Figure 4d superimpose 

so well for different Si proves that ZAC conditions were fulfilled rather precisely.  

For long polymer chains and big NPs (Figure 4c), the low-q scattering actually decreases as 

silica is added, and intensities are higher than in Figure 4d. This confirms that silica is not 

visible for the case of large filler NPs, and indicates that the higher chain mass is responsible 

for the intensity increase. At low silica fraction, the shape of the curve in Figure 4c can be 

described like the matrix by the same Pedersen model of hairy beads (see dotted line,  = 

86%). At high Si, latex bead dissolution tends towards 100%, and a baseline presumably due 

to defects similar to Figure 4d is recovered. Big filler NPs thus seem to favor latex 

dissolution.  

On the contrary, long chains with small silica beads (Figure 4a) show a systematic intensity 

increase with Si, which is also well described by a Pedersen model as shown in Figure 4a for 

the 10%v-nanocomposite, indicating incomplete latex dissolution up to only  = 40% (1%v: 

80%, 5%v: 75%, see SI). Unfortunately, dissolution is thus less advanced in presence of filler 

as previously observed 
24

, but stronger annealing was not attempted to avoid degradation 

issues.  From a comparison of evolution with small and big NPs in Figure 4a and 4c, 

respectively, the surprising result of apparently higher chain mobility – and thus higher bead 

dissolution – in presence of the larger silica NPs is found.  

For small NPs and short chains (Figure 4b), scattering intensities display distinct deviations in 

shape, with a silica-dependent growth of a shoulder around 0.005 Å
-1

. Similarities with the 

silica scattering discussed in Figure 2 and reproduced here (“SAXS 10%v”) suggest that, in 

this case, the silica is visible, in spite of all our efforts to match this component. In the next 

section, an explanation including a quantitative model will be proposed for this case. Note 
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that in the 100k-case, the longer chains induce a substantially higher scattering signal (due to 

their form factor) than the 17k-nanocomposites, and cover any contribution from the silica 

beads. 

To summarize, the supposedly matched silica contribution in ZAC is indeed well suppressed 

in the case of big filler NPs or long chains, but clearly visible for the small NPs with short 

chains: it follows that under these conditions size matters even for contrast, which is size-

independent by definition! Secondly, incomplete latex sphere dissolution can be described by 

a Pedersen model for long chains, as already recognized before 
24

. Dissolution is slower for 

the more viscous samples based on longer matrix chains, and depends on the NP size.  

 

A model for scattering due to contrast-matched silica nanoparticles  

Several authors have performed ZAC-SANS experiments in the past and have reported the 

observation of silica contributions in spite of careful contrast matching 
22, 23, 25, 28, 29, 33

. Some 

of them have invoked specific interactions between filler particles and H- or D-polymer, 

favoring preferential adsorption of one or the other, but none has tempted a quantitative 

evaluation of the unwanted filler contribution. Here we propose a mechanism based on local 

H/D deviations in silica-latex nanocomposites, which explain the visibility of silica in the 

different cases in Figure 4, and set up a quantitative model for fitting the observed 

contributions, with a single free parameter.  

If the immediate polymer environment of NPs is for some reason unbalanced, in the sense that 

the local H/D-ratio does not equal the global one, a detectable polymer shell is created, see 

Figure 5 for illustration. The inner side of the shell is defined by the NPs, thus evidencing 

their shape, and ruining the polymer contribution to scattering. Due to the absence of 

correlations between the polymer shell and the chain form factor, the total scattered intensity 

can be written as a sum of these two contributions:  

                                              (1) 

where IChain(q) is the classical Debye law, i.e., the function describing the desired polymer 

conformation. It also takes into account chain scattering of polymer forming the shell, and 

possibly contains another additive Pedersen-type contribution in case of partial latex 

dissolution 
24

. Note that the addition of contributions in eq.(1) was already anticipated by 
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Botti et al, who determined an empirical prefactor of the silica contribution expressed by IShell 

in our approach 
29

. The (unwanted) scattering of the shell reads: 

 

             
 

 
 
      

       
        

                             (2) 

 

 

 

where the shell number density n/V is equal to the one of the silica NPs which can be replaced 

by Si/VSi (VSi is the volume of a silica NP), and the average contrast Shell of the H- and D-

rich zones surrounding the NP will be evaluated below. PShell is the normalized form factor of 

the homogeneous shell. Note that the geometry of the shell is well-defined on the inner side, 

but the presumably fuzzy outer interface is only approximately described by PShell. For thin 

shells, the shell volume is given by VShell = 4  RSi
2
 d, where d is the shell thickness. From the 

experimental results – the superposition in Figure 4b – one may assume shells to be thin, 

because otherwise the shape of the embedded silica could not be observed in the scattering. 

Indeed, the internal contribution of too big a shell would be negligible. The structure factor 

between shells S(q) is identical to the one between silica NPs, because the shells stick to the 

NPs. This allows us to retrieve the structure factor from the silica scattering measured by an 

independent SAXS experiment, which is sensitive only to SAXS particle contrast Si. It can 

be written as: 

 

                  
                          (3) 

 

Solving eq. (3) for S(q) and replacing in eqs. (2) and (1) yields the total scattering as a 

function of the silica measured by SAXS and the unknown shell prefactor given by the 

product of shell contrast Shell and thickness d. It is thus possible to fit the silica contribution 

via its prefactor, and determine dShell. We now propose a statistical model for the shell 

contrast, allowing finally a determination of d. 
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Figure 5. Sketch of the model. (a) Before latex bead dissolution, the color representing scattering 

length density. Highly concentrated suspension in water (blue) of H- and D-latex beads (in white, resp. 

black), with silica (grey) surrounded by a variable ratio of H and D beads. (b) Partial latex dissolution 

represented by hairy beads. Well-dissolved H and D polymer chain form a matrix matching the silica 

scattering length density. Chains in interaction with silica form a shell, the scattering length density of 

which depends on the original silica environment. (c) Total dissolution of latex. The remaining 

contrast is due the unmatched polymer shells caused by the initial statistical heterogeneities. 

 

In our model, the mismatch of the H/D-ratio is explained by the statistical properties of the 

local polymer environment of each NP, allowing the determination of Shell. For the sake of 

simplicity of the argument, the silica beads are thought to be individually dispersed. Our 

hypothesis is that the H/D-mismatch is due to a statistical local dissymmetry caused by the 

small number of latex beads defining the first layer of the environment of a silica bead. This 

mismatch is conserved due to the reduced mobility of polymer chains close to the silica 

interface 
12, 14, 49

, which may be caused by attractive interactions between polar groups of 

PEMA and hydroxyl groups on the surface of silica particles 
50

. It is interesting to compare 

the conservation of the ZAC mismatch observed here to our previous results 
24

. In the latter 

case, the combination of lower matrix Tg and stronger annealing without degradation led to 

fulfillment of the ZAC condition. Note that for the low silica volume fractions used here, no 

systematic modification of the glass transition was found by DSC (see SI), as observed by 

Moll et al 
51

. The number of latex beads surrounding a given silica bead – the coordination 

number – depends primarily on the ratio of the radii RSi/RLa. A simple estimation based on a 

local square arrangement on the sphere containing the latex centers is given by: 

    
            

              
   

   
 

 

            (4) 
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For RSi and RLa of the same order of magnitude, N is a rather small number; in particular, N ≈ 

12 – 13 for NPs of the same size, which is the case of the nanocomposites prepared with 14 

nm silica. For a much smaller central silica bead with RSi = 5 nm, one obtains an even lower 

number of neighbors, N ≈ 6. The point of the present argument is that even if the ZAC 

condition is on average fulfilled, this may not be the case locally due to fluctuations, which 

are of higher relative importance for small N. Defining arbitrarily the first shell of latex beads 

as the contrast defining neighborhood, the local contrast between a given silica NP and its 

environment can be written as the following contrast of a shell: 

 

         
  

 
   

  

 
        

 
     (5)  

 

where nH is the number of H-beads, nD the one of D-beads, with nH + nD = N. Obviously, if 

the local fractions ni/N equal the overall proportion Φi, then loc is equal to zero, and the 

shell and thus the silica NPs are invisible. Introducing the contrast between H and D beads 

HD = DH, eq.(5) can be rewritten to make this concept clear:  

 

            
  

 
     

 
     (6) 

 

The intensity apparently scattered by the silica NPs is due to the scattering of the local shell 

which carries H/D-contrast, whereas the silica NPs are matched by the average contrast of the 

matrix. The next step is to calculate the scattering cross section of these contrast-carrying 

shells surrounding all the silica NPs in a sample. If the contrast is averaged first, and then 

squared in order to obtain the prefactor of the intensity, it follows by volume conservation 

<nH/N> = ΦH, and I(q) due to silica (i.e., shells) becomes zero. This can be looked at as a 

“coherent” contribution. If however each scattering contribution from shells around individual 

nanoparticles is independent of the others, then an “incoherent” contribution comes into play. 

Formally, it may be written as the sum of the squares of the contributions of shells of each 

NP, or alternatively as the sum over the squares of the contributions of different 

configurations (defined by nH
i
) weighted by the corresponding probability of occurrence 

p(nH
i
). The resulting shell contrast is then given by the average of the squares of the local 

contrasts: 
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                         (7)   

 

where the binomial distribution is given by: 

 

    
    

 
  

    
  

 

   
  

 

                       (8) 

 

The calculation of the shell contrast using the expectation value and the variance of p is 

straightforward and gives: 

 

       
   

 

 
            

             (9) 

 

Combining eq.(9) with eqs. (2) and (3), we obtain the following final result: 

 

                   
    

 
 

    

    
 

 

 
 

   
 

          

      
  

         

      
                 (10) 

 

where d, the thickness of the shell, is the only free parameter. Note that the normalized form 

factors PSi(q) and PShell(q) tends to 1 at sufficiently small angles, which is the case below q  

10
-2

 Å
-1

 where the silica contributes. In this range, only the parameter K is thus of importance 

for fitting. In the intermediate-q regime, the ratio of the form factors PShell(q)/PSi(q) decreases 

to below one because of the larger size of the shell with respect to the silica core, and in the 

quantitative treatment below this is accounted for via the ratio of the corresponding Guinier 

expressions exp[-q
2
(Rg,Shell

2
/3 - RSi

2
/5)], where Rg,Shell is the radius of gyration of the shell. At 

high-q, finally, the ratio reaches a plateau value related to the ratio of the specific surfaces, 

which is not of interest due to the negligible contribution of silica in this q-range. The size of 

the silica NPs enters eq.(10) via N and RSi, which introduces a strong dependence of the 

visible silica contribution on particle size. This size dependence is illustrated in Figure 6, 

where the prefactor K in eq.(10) is plotted for various shell thicknesses d.  
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Figure 6. Evolution of the silica scattering prefactor K as function of silica radius RSi, for several shell 

thicknesses d, in a system characterized by latex particles of radius 14 nm. Arrows indicate the 

prefactor for the two silica NPs used in this study.  

 

To summarize, the intensity scattered by the shell surrounding the silica NPs can be deduced 

from the number of neighboring latex beads N, which itself depends on the size ratio RSi/RLa, 

and from the silica scattering function. Due to the dependence on RSi, this contribution tends 

to be negligible for bigger NPs, as observed indeed in our experimental results in Figure 4 

(left vs. right), where a decrease by a factor of 17 is expected between the smaller and the 

larger NPs. This dependence is also indicated by the arrows in Figure 6.   

 

The application of the model to the results for small silica NPs and small chains leads to fits 

of the total scattered intensity including the silica contribution as shown in Figure 7a for a 

silica fraction of 10%v. The fit is of rather good quality, and the prefactor in front of ISi(q) in 

eq.(10) is found to be 0.02. This leads to a shell thickness of 1.6 nm, a reasonable value given 

the size of the latex beads. The same prefactor is obtained for all silica volume fractions (see 

SI) indicating a constant thickness of the shell. Figure 7a thus shows that it is possible to 

understand the origin of the silica scattering, and in particular its amplitude, from geometrical 

considerations based on the sizes of the silica and the latex nanoparticles.  
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Figure 7. (a) Comparison of the SANS intensity of the 10%v-nanocomposite (short chains, small 

NPs) with a linear combination of the experimental chain signal and the silica contribution following 

the shell model explained in the text. (b) Comparison of the SANS intensity of the 10%v-

nanocomposite (long chains, small NPs) to partially dissolved latex beads,  = 41%. The shell model 

predicts a negligible contribution (included) of the corresponding silica signal as shown in the plot, 

which is also compared directly to the SANS data (dashed line, see text for details). 

 

 

If we apply the same shell model to the big NPs, the corresponding prefactor in eq.(10) 

becomes negligibly small, as it is reduced by a factor of about 17 as mentioned above. In this 

case, silica is thus expected to remain invisible. If we turn to the case of small NPs in a matrix 

of long chains, it is also found that silica scattering caused by the shell has no impact on the 

final intensity. This is not because the shell prefactor is so low, but because the chain 

scattering is so strong. This is shown in Figure 7b, where the silica-shell contribution was 

taken into account for the sake of coherence. It is found to be by a factor of at least 20 below 

chain scattering, if we take the same shell thickness of 1.6 nm as before, and this is illustrated 

by the corresponding low silica intensity in Figure 7b. In this example, the fits with the 

Pedersen model reproduce well the intensities for the small silica beads and long chains, for a 

typical nanocomposite containing 10%v of silica. Taking into account the tiny silica shell 

contribution (which was not the case in Figure 4a), the latex bead dissolution shifts only 

slightly from  = 40 to 41%. Note that oscillations are due to the monodispersity assumption 

of the latex core 
24

. For clarity, the SANS intensity has also been superimposed to the silica 

structure in Figure 7b. The striking overlap at low angles is due to the similarity in size of 

silica and latex beads. However, the discrepancy at intermediate angles (arrow at  5 10
-2

 Å
-1

) 
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clearly shows that the silica does not contribute in this case. Altogether, satisfying fits can be 

produced by taking into account both the latex dissolution – which is chain mass dependent –, 

and the mismatched shell around NPs – which is controlled by the size of the silica NPs, the 

two cases being illustrated in Figure 7a and 7b.   

 

Conclusion 

We have undertaken a study of filler structure and chain conformation in silica-latex 

nanocomposites using TEM, SAXS, and SANS under zero average contrast conditions. The 

effect of silica content has been investigated on four different systems, made of small and big 

filler NPs, and short and long chains. As a prerequisite to the determination of the chain 

conformation, the silica structure has been characterized by SAXS and TEM, and NPs were 

found to be well dispersed for the bigger NPs in the matrix of highest viscosity. Small fractal 

aggregates were found in all other cases. Note that the ratio between the radius of the silica 

NPs (radius 5 and 14 nm) and radius of gyration of the polymer molecules (3.4 and 9 nm) 

varies by a factor of more than seven, from a situation of big beads/short chains (RSi/Rg = 
  

   
 = 

4.1) to a situation of small beads/long chains (
 

 
 = 0.55). Even if aggregation can be thought of 

as an effective increase of NP size, shifting these ratios to higher values, a large range is 

explored. It is found that the polymer radius of gyration deduced from intermediate and high-

q scattering using a Debye function is independent of the system, i.e., of the silica size, of the 

latex-to-silica size ratio, and of the filler content up to 10%v. With respect to the literature, it 

may also be emphasized that the scattering function of the short chains is well-identified even 

in its Guinier regime, and not only at high q. It gives thus a trustworthy measurement of Rg, 

whereas long chains are consistently described with the matrix Rg. At low q, the chain 

scattering is perturbed by different contributions, which are highlighted separately in the four 

systems under study. In particular, the presence of silica tends to hinder the dissolution of the 

latex beads, in a more pronounced manner for smaller beads, and this effect is visible only for 

the long chains which follow a slow dynamics anyway. The corresponding scattering pattern 

is characteristic of hairy beads, which are quantitatively described by the Pedersen model 

previously applied by us to this case. More importantly, the contribution of the theoretically 

contrast-matched silica is observed, and it is quantitatively important only in the case of small 

silica NPs and short chains. We have proposed a quantitative model based on a statistical 

H/D-mismatch in the local environment of the silica NPs. Comparison between scattering 
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experiments and the model leads to the determination of a nanometer-thick layer around the 

filler. The model succeeds in particular in explaining the measured difference of silica-

visibility between small and big silica NPs. One may again note that this effect was observed 

– but never quantitatively described – in the many systems, and that even if the detailed 

mechanism may be different, the result of a thin shell may serve as a plausible explanation, 

and our model may serve to evaluate its thickness, if a corresponding model for the shell 

contrast can be constructed. For instance, Jouault et al 
52, 53

 recently formulated 

nanocomposites from solutions of polystyrene/poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PV2P) diblocks with 

silica NPs (diameter  14 nm). They found that PV2P adsorbs on silica with a nominal 

grafting density of  0.01 chains/nm
2
 for a saturated concentration of the adsorbed layer 

corresponding to  6 chains/NP, in close agreement with the estimate of the number of latex 

beads surrounding a NP in this paper. This small number of adsorbed chains is thus also a 

feature of small NPs and adsorption from solution – making our conclusions of the 

importance of small number statistics more general. As a final remark, we insist on the fact 

that the effect of undesired filler scattering is NP size-dependent – it is pronounced only for 

smaller beads. This is probably why ZAC turned out to be so difficult with polymer 

nanocomposites.  
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